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Abstract. Schramm-Loewner evolution appears as the scaling limit of interfaces in lattice
models at critical point. Critical behavior of these models can be described by minimal models
of conformal field theory. Certain CFT correlation functions are martingales with respect to
SLE. We generalize Schramm-Loewner evolution with additional Brownian motion on Lie group
G to the case of factor space G/A. We then study connection between SLE description of critical
behavior with coset models of conformal field theory. In order to be consistent such construction
should give minimal models for certain choice of groups.
1. Introduction
Schramm-Loewner evolution (SLE) was introduced by Oded Schramm [1] to describe scaling
limit of critical interfaces in two-dimensional statistical lattice models. This approach to the
critical systems has lead to numerous strict results in the study of critical behavior (see reviews
[2], [3], [4]). We give some basics of SLE in Section 1.1.
Probability measure induced by Schramm-Loewner evolution on random curves is conformally
invariant. Since conformal field theory (CFT) gives us another tool-set for the study of two-
dimensional critical systems, it is natural to discuss its connection with SLE. This connection
was studied in [5, 6, 7, 8] and many other papers mostly for unitary minimal models. The idea is
to consider certain observables in the domain with the cut. This construction is briefly discussed
in Section 1.2.
More general models of CFT has additional symmetries. For example Kac-Moody algebras
appear in Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models. To introduce such symmetry in SLE approach
one considers additional random motion on Lie group [9], [10]. This construction is described in
Section 2. The correspondence between SLE martingales in this model and WZNW-correlation
functions was studied in [11]. Similar generalization to Z(N)-parafermionic models was proposed
in [12, 13].
Main task of present paper is to generalize SLE with additional random walk on Lie group to
the case of factor space G/H and to study the connection with coset construction of conformal
field theory. We remind some details of coset construction, introduce SLE on factor space and
relate it to conformal field theory in Section 3. Similarly to WZNW-case we obtain the system
of algebraic equations on boundary condition changing operators from martingale condition.
Coset construction of CFT can be used to obtain minimal models and parafermions (see [14]) so
we compare our equations on boundary condition changing operators with the results of paper
[12].
In Conclusion 4 we discuss the need to compare classification of boundary condition changing
operators which follows from martingale condition with general classification of b.c.c. operators
in boundary conformal field theory related to D-brane solutions [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
1.1. Schramm-Loewner evolution
Consider Ising model on triangular lattice on upper half plane (see Fig. 1.1). We impose
following boundary condition: all spins are down on one half of the boundary and all spins are
up on another half. Then in any spin configuration we get an interface delimiting two clusters
and connecting zero and infinity (see Figure 1.1).
Figure 1. Interface in Ising model on triangular lattice
We can impose the condition of the existence of finite-length part of interface and study
statistical model with this condition. Obviously it is equivalent to the model in the slit domain
with the cut along an interface.
Now consider continuous limit of lattice model with a (part of) interface of finite length.
Interface in random configuration of the model tends to random curve. Old hypothesis [21] of
conformal invariance at critical point was recently strictly proved for some lattice models (See
[22], [23] for a review). We assume conformal invariance at critical point and consider upper
half-plane H with the cut along a critical interface γt. We denote this slit domain by Ht = H\γt.
Conformal map from Ht to H is denoted by gt : Ht → H (See Figure 1.1).
Figure 2. Conformal map gt(z) : Ht → H.
In paper [1] it was shown that gt(z) satisfies stochastic differential equation
∂gt(z)
∂t
=
2
gt(z)−
√
κξt
, (1)
where ξt is the Brownian motion. The dynamic of the tip zt of critical curve γt (tip of SLE
trace) is given by the law zt = g
−1
t (
√
κξt).
Stochastic process which satisfies (1) is called Schramm-Loewner evolution on the upper half-
plane H. For us it is more convenient to use map wt(z) = gt(z) −
√
κξt, so the equation (1)
becomes
dwt =
2dt
wt
−√κξt (2)
Schramm-Loewner evolution provides conformally-invariant probability measure on curves γt in
H.
1.2. SLE martingales and CFT correlation functions
Now we can look at the observables in the presence of SLE trace. Expectation value of lattice
observable O on the upper half-plane can be calculated as the sum of expectation values of this
observable in presence of SLE trace γt up to some time t multiplied by the probability of this
trajectory:
≺ O ≻H= E [≺ O ≻γt ] =
∑
γt
P [Cγt ] ≺ O ≻γt
Lattice observable ≺ O ≻H does not depend on t, hence ≺ O ≻γt is a martingale.
In continuous limit lattice observable tends to CFT correlation function [7, 24, 8]. We need to
take into account the change of boundary conditions on the tip of SLE trace and at the infinity,
so the expression is
≺ O ≻Ht→ F({zi})Ht =
〈O({zi})φ(zt)φ†(∞)〉Ht
〈φ(zt)φ†(∞)〉Ht
(3)
We consider the theory with the boundary, so in principle we need to use boundary conformal
field theory here and impose proper consistency conditions [25, 26, 27]. In the case of upper
half-plane correlation functions of boundary CFT can be rewritten as the correlation functions
of the theory on the whole plane but with doubled number of bulk fields.
We assume that F contains some set of primary fields ϕλi with conformal weights hλi . Since
we work with boundary CFT we need to add bulk fields in conjugate points z¯i. For future use in
WZNW models we denote the conformal weights of these duplicate fields by hλ∗i . Also we have
boundary condition changing operators φ at the tip of SLE trace and at the infinity. We use
the conformal map w(z) : H \ γt → H to rewrite expression (3) in the whole upper half plane:
F({zi})Ht =
∏(∂w(zi)
∂zi
)hλi ∏(∂w¯(z¯i)
∂z¯i
)hλ∗
i F({wi, w¯i})H (4)
Now we need to consider the evolution of SLE trace γt from t to t + dt. First factor in
right-hand-side of equation (4) gives us
−2hλi
w2i
(
∂wi
∂zi
)hλi
.
For transformation of primary fields ϕλi we have
dϕλi(wi) = Giϕλi(wi) =
(
2dt
wi
−√κdξt
)
∂wiϕλi(wi) (5)
We denote generator of this transform by Gi.
Since ≺ O ≻γt is a martingale, the expectation value of its increment during the evolution
from t to t+ dt is zero
E [≺ O ≻γt ] = E
[≺ O ≻γt+dt] , dE [≺ O ≻γt ] = 0 (6)
Using Ito calculus we get the expression for the differential of F :
dFHt =
(
2N∏
i=1
(
∂wi
∂zi
)hi)− 2N∑
i=1
2hidt
w2i
+

 2N∑
i=1
Gi + 1
2
∑
i,j
GiGj



FH = 0 (7)
We substitute formula (5) and obtain the equation
∑
i
[
−2hi
w2i
+
2
wi
∂wi
]
+
κ
2
∑
i,j
∂wi∂wj

F({zi}) = 0 (8)
For the correlation functions of secondary fields L−nφ we have the equation
〈(L−nφ)(z)ϕ1 . . . ϕN 〉 = L−n 〈φϕ1 . . . ϕN 〉 , (9)
where n ≥ 1 and
L−n =
N∑
i=1
(
(n− 1)hi
(wi − z)n −
1
(wi − z)n−1 ∂wi
)
(See [14]). So we can rewrite the differential equation (8) as the algebraic equation on the field
φ corresponding to boundary condition changing operator:〈(
[L−2 − κ
2
L2−1]φ
)
(0) ϕλ1 . . . ϕλ2N
〉
= 0. (10)
In the case of minimal models the set of primary fields is finite and all the states are obtained
through field-state correspondence [28], [14]. Equation (10) holds for arbitrary observable O
and arbitrary primary fields ϕλi , so ψ = [L−2 − κ2L2−1]φ is level two null field and ψ(0) |0〉 is
level two null-state. There exist only two primary fields in minimal unitary models which give
rise to Verma modules of Virasoro algebra with level two null-states. They are φ1,2 and φ2,1, so
φ ∼ φ1,2 or φ2,1.
2. Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models
To generalize the analysis of previous section 1.2 to non-minimal models we need to take into
account extra symmetries. Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models has Kac-Moody symmetry
in addition to conformal invariance leading to the appearance of Virasoro algebra. At first we
remind well-known properties of WZNW-models [14] which are useful to study SLE martingales.
The action of WZNW model can be written in terms of map g : C ∪ {∞} ∼ S2 → G from
complex plane with infinity or two-sphere to some (simple) Lie group G:
S = − k
8π
∫
d2x K(g−1∂µg, g−1∂µg) − k
24π2
∫
B
ǫijkK
(
g˜−1
∂g˜
∂yi
,
[
g˜−1
∂g˜
∂yj
g˜−1
∂g˜
∂yk
])
d3y (11)
Here K is Killing form on Lie algebra g of Lie group G. The first term is just non-linear
sigma-model and the second term is written using the continuation g˜ from two-sphere S2 to
three-dimensional manifold B which has two-sphere as the boundary. Since this continuation is
non-unique we get the requirement for k to be integer.
Conserved currents of this model have the following form:
J(z) = −k∂zgg−1J¯(z¯) = kg−1∂z¯g (12)
The model possesses gauge invariance under the transformations g(z, z¯)→ Ω(z)g(z, z¯)Ω¯−1(z¯),
where Ω, Ω¯ ∈ G are are independent. If we consider infinitesimal gauge transformation Ω = 1+ω
we get Ward identities
δω,ω¯ 〈X〉 = − 1
2πi
∮
dz
∑
ωa 〈JaX〉+ 1
2πi
∮
dz¯
∑
ω¯a
〈
J¯aX
〉
, (13)
which can be used to get operator product expansion for currents:
Ja(z)Jb(w) ∼ kδab
(z − w)2 +
∑
c
ifabc
Jc
z − w, (14)
where fabc are the structure constants of Lie algebra g.
Expanding the currents to modes Ja(z) =
∑
n∈Z
zn−1Jan and using operator product expansion
(14) we get commutation relations of affine Lie algebra gˆ:[
Jan , J
b
m
]
=
∑
c
ifabcJcn+m + knδ
abδn+m,0.
Conformal invariance of the model can be seen from Sugawara construction, which is a
way to embed Virasoro algebra into the universal enveloping algebra of affine Lie algebra gˆ
(V ir ⊂ U(gˆ)):
Ln =
1
2(k + h∨)

∑
a
∑
m≤−1
JamJ
a
n−m +
∑
m≥0
Jan−mJ
a
m

 , (15)
where h∨ is the dual Coxeter number of Lie algebra g. Full chiral algebra of the model is
semidirect product of affine and Virasoro algebra gˆ⋉ V ir with commutation relations[
Jan , J
b
m
]
=
∑
c
ifabcJcn+m + knδ
abδn+m,0
[Ln, Lm] = (n −m)Ln+m + c
12
(n3 − n)δn+m,0
[Ln, J
a
m] = −mJan+m
(16)
Here central charge c of Virasoro algebra is given by expression
c =
k dimg
k + h∨
(17)
There is infinite number of Virasoro primary fields, but they are organized into highest weight
modules of affine Lie algebra gˆ. Primary fields of full chiral algebra φλ are labeled by highest
weights of gˆ-modules. Here we see how Virasoro and affine Lie algebra generators act on primary
fields:
Ja0 |φλ〉 = −taλ |φλ〉 Jan |φλ〉 = 0 for n > 0
L0 |φλ〉 = 1
2(k + h∨)
∑
a
Ja0 J
a
0 |φλ〉 =
(λ, λ+ 2ρ)
2(k + h∨)
|φλ〉 = hλ |φλ〉 ,
where ρ is Weyl vector of g.
Now we want to study Schramm-Loewner evolution in WZNW-models. Similarly to minimal
models we consider observable
F({zi})Ht =
〈
φΛ(zt)φλ1(z1) . . . φλn(zn)φλ∗1(z¯1) . . . φλ∗n(z¯n)φΛ∗(∞)
〉
〈φΛ(zt)φΛ∗(∞)〉
Again we can use conformal map w(z) : H \ γt → H to rewrite it on the whole upper half-plane.
F({zi})Ht =
∏(∂w(zi)
∂zi
)hλi ∏(∂w¯(z¯i)
∂z¯i
)hλ∗
i F({wi, w¯i})H
Under the evolution from t to t+ dt first factor gives us −2hλi
w2i
(
∂wi
∂zi
)hλi
.
When we consider fields we need to add random gauge transformation (random motion in
G) to stochastic evolution [9], [11]. For fields we have
dφλi(wi) = Giφλi(wi),
so additional term appears in the generator of field transformation.
Gi =
(
2dt
wi
−√κdξt
)
∂wi +
√
τ
wi
dimg∑
a=1
(dθatai ) (18)
Here dθa are the generators of dimg-dimensional Brownian motion and E[dθadθb] = δabdt. We
assume that ta is a basis of g orthogonal with respect to Killing form K, K(ta, tb) = δab.
Using formula (7) we get the equation from martingale condition:(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
1
2
τ
∑
a
J a−1J a−1
)
F({wi, w¯i})H = 0, (19)
where
L−n =
∑
i
(
(n− 1)hλi
(wi − z)n −
1
(wi − z)n−1 ∂wi
)
; J a−n = −
∑
i
tai
(wi − z)n
Again we can rewrite it as algebraic requirement for field which corresponds to boundary
condition changing operator. Now
|ψ〉 =
(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
1
2
τ
∑
a
Ja−1J
a
−1
)
|φΛ〉 (20)
is level two null state and if we act on this state with raising operators we should get zero.
Ja1 |ψ〉 = 0 (21)
Ja2 |ψ〉 = 0 (22)
L2 |ψ〉 = 0 (23)
L1 |ψ〉 = 0 (24)
Using commutation relations (16) these equations can be rewritten as the algebraic equations
connecting parameters of random motion κ, τ with the level k of affine Lie algebra representation.
Rigorous analysis of these equations is given in the paper [11].
3. Coset models
Now we want to generalize analysis of correspondence between SLE and CFT even further and
study coset models of conformal field theory[29]. Such models are specified by Lie algebra g and
its subalgebra a. Denote by Jan the generators of affine Lie algebra gˆ and by J˜
b
n the generators
of aˆ, so that J˜bn =
∑
am
b
aJ
a
n . Virasoro generators in coset models are given by the difference of
Sugawara expressions of g and a-WZNW models:
Ln = L
g
n − Lan
Commutation relations of Virasoro generators with generators of subalgebra aˆ are trivial[
Ln, J˜
b
m
]
= 0 (25)
Coset models can be realized as gauged Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten models by adding
gauge fields A, A¯ taking values in Lie algebra a ⊂ g to the action[30]. Then fields are labeled by
pairs of weights (µ, ν), where µ is the weight of gˆ and ν is the weight of aˆ correspondingly. But
there are selection rules, i.e. the branching functions for certain pairs of weights (µ, ν) vanish.
There is also a redundancy, i.e. non-vanishing branching functions for distinct pairs (µ, ν) turn
out to be identical [31, 32].
So, primary fields are labeled by pairs of weights (µ, ν) ∈ hgˆ⊕ haˆ of algebra gˆ and subalgebra
aˆ, such that branching functions bµν (q) 6= 0. Some pairs are equivalent. This equivalence is
given by the action of so called “simple currents” (J, J˜), which are certain elements of outer
automorphisms group O(gˆ)×O(aˆ) ≈ B(G)×B(A) of gˆ× aˆ, where B(G) is center of Lie group
G. We can think of simple currents as of primary fields and their action on fields of theory are
then given by fusion product [14]. So primary fields of coset model are given by the equivalence
classes of pairs of weights (µ, ν) ∼ (J ∗ µ, J˜ ∗ ν), where (J, J˜) such that their conformal weights
are equal: hJ − hJ˜ = 0.
Conformal weight of coset primary field is equal to
L0
∣∣φ(µ,ν)〉 =
(
1
2(k + h∨)
∑
a
Ja0 J
a
0 −
1
2(k + h∨a )
∑
b
J˜b0 J˜
b
0
)∣∣φ(µ,ν)〉 =
(
(µ, µ + 2ρ)
2(k + h∨)
− (ν, ν + 2ρa)
2(k + h∨)
) ∣∣φ(µ,ν)〉 (26)
It is possible to obtain analogues of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations for coset models [33]:
12∂i +
N∑
i 6=j
(
tai t
a
j
k + h∨
− t˜
b
i t˜
b
j
k + h∨a
)
1
zi − zj

 〈φ1(z1) . . . φN (zN )〉 = 0 (27)
Let us introduce Schramm-Loewner evolution corresponding to coset models. The idea is to
constrain additional Brownian motion on group manifold to the factor space G/A.
To study SLE on G/A factor space we restrict random walk on group manifold by the
choice of basis in g. Assume that generators {Ja; a = 1 . . . dimg} are chosen in such way
that K(Ja, Jb) = h∨δab and {Ja; a = dimg − dima . . . dimg} are the generators of subalgebra
a ⊂ g. Now we can consider (dimg − dima)-dimensional Brownian motion with generators dθa
such that E(dθa dθb) = δab; a, b = 1, . . . ,dimg− dima.
Then for generator of field transformation we can write
Gi =
(
2dt
wi
−√κdξt
)
∂wi +
√
τ
wi
(
dimg−dima∑
a=1
(dθatai )
)
(28)
Substituting to equation (7) we get martingale condition(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
τ
2
(
dimg−dima∑
a=1
J a−1J a−1
))
FH = 0 (29)
which can be rewritten as the requirement for
ψ =
(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
1
2
τ
(
dimg−dima∑
a=1
Ja−1J
a
−1
))
φ(µ,ν) (30)
to be level two null-field.
Now consider simple example. Let G = SU(2) and A = U(1), and corresponding Lie algebras
g = su(2) with generators J1, J2, J3 and a = u(1) with the generator J3, a ⊂ g. Note that
K(Ja, Jb) = 2δab.
The equation (30) is now
ψ =
(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
1
2
τ
(
J1−1J
1
−1 + J
2
−1J
2
−1
))
φ(µ,ν) (31)
If we use basis J+ = J
1+iJ2√
2
, J− = J
1−iJ2√
2
this equation is rewritten in the form
ψ =
(
−2L−2 + κ
2
L2−1 +
τ
2
[
J+−1J
−
−1 + J
−
−1J
+
−1
])
φ(µ,ν) (32)
which is similar to the equations for parafermionic fields introduced in paper [12].
Central charge in this case is equal to
c =
2(k − 1)
k + 2
(33)
Let us study the solutions of the equation (31). Act on ψ with L2:
L2ψ = (−8L0 + c+ 3κL0 + τk)φ(µ,ν) = 0, (34)
and obtain
(3κ − 8)h(µ,ν) + c+ τk = 0 (35)
Another equation can be obtained by action of L21
L21ψ = (12L0 + κ(4L
2
0 + 2L0) + τ(J
1
0J
1
0 + J
2
0J
2
0 ))φ(µ,ν) = 0 (36)
Since J10J
1
0 + J
2
0J
2
0 = J
1
0J
1
0 + J
2
0J
2
0 + J
3
0J
3
0 − J30J30 we have
12h(µ,ν) + 2κh(µ,ν)(2h(µ,ν) + 1) + τ(Cµ − C˜ν) = 0, (37)
where Cµ = (µ, µ + 2ρ) is the eigenvalue of quadratic Casimir operator
∑
a t
ata. For u(1) it is
just ν2. We need to get one more equation since we have three variables κ, τ, h(µ,ν). We can use
that ψ is singular vector so L1ψ = 0 and then J
3
1L1ψ = 0, so(−6 + κ+ τ + 2κh(µ,ν))J30φ(µ,ν) = 0 (38)
Turn to the case k = 2, c = 1/2 which corresponds to square lattice Ising model. We
have three non-equivalent fields numbered by the pairs of su(2) and u(1) weights, which are
φ(0,0), h(0,0) = 0; φ(0,2), h(0,2) = 1/2; φ(1,1), h(1,1) = 1/16. The equation (38) is trivial for
φ(0,0) and φ(0,2), so the equations (37), (35) are consistent although we do not know how to
interpret τ in context of the Ising model. If we consider the field φ(1,1) we have no solution for
κ, τ , so we see that not every primary field corresponds to some boundary condition changing
operator.
Now let us generalize to arbitrary coset model. It is not always convenient to work with
generators orthogonal with respect to Killing form K, sometimes it is preferable to use Chevalley
or Cartan-Weyl basis. So we change normalization condition of additional dimg-dimensional
Brownian motion (28) to E
[
dθa dθb
]
= K(ta, tb)dt, and the generator of field transformation (5)
is
Gi =
(
2dt
wi
−√κdξt
)
∂wi +
√
τ
wi

 ∑
a:K(ta,t˜b)=0
(dθatai )

 .
Martingale condition (7) can be written as(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
τ
2
(∑
a
J a−1J a−1 −
∑
b
J˜ b−1J˜ b−1
))
FH = 0.
This equation can again be rewritten as the requirement for
ψ =
(
−2L−2 + 1
2
κL2−1 +
1
2
τ
(
dimg∑
a=1
Ja−1J
a
−1 −
dima∑
b=1
J˜b−1J˜
b
−1
))
φ(µ,ν) (39)
to be level two null-field.
Acting on (39) with L2 and L
2
1 we can obtain equations (35) and (37). To get more equations
we can act by aˆ-generators J˜b1 and L1 similarly to what was done with J
3
1 to get equation (38).
To obtain simpler relations it is also possible to use generalization of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
equations (27) as was done for WZNW-models in paper [11].
4. Conclusion
We proposed a way to generalize Schramm-Loewner evolution to obtain observables which can
be studied by methods of coset conformal field theory. The description of fields in coset models
is not very simple due to field identification [32] and the need of fixed points resolution [34, 31]
which we have not discussed here. These subtleties can complicate the solution of equations (35),
(37) and analogues of equation (38). On the other hand the use of Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov
equations [33] for correlation functions in the spirit of [11] leads to matrix algebraic relations
which are similar to NIM-representations for boundary states [35]. The study of this subject can
reveal deep algebraic connection of martingale conditions with boundary states classification.
Physical interpretation of the solutions of martingale conditions is not clear, but there is
also no lattice interpretation of Schramm-Loewner evolution with additional Brownian motion
on group manifold [9] and no lattice interpretation of WZNW-models. We think that these
questions are closely related.
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